
Curriculum Plan
Department/subject: Mathematics - Year 9 Spring Term
Our Vision: We take opportunities and aspire to excellence
Our Intent:

● All students will experience a curriculum richness, breadth and depth
● The curriculum equips every student with the knowledge and skills for the future in our local area and beyond
● The curriculum builds on prior knowledge and creates a ‘web of knowledge’
● Gaps in knowledge and skills are identified and addressed quickly

Year Spring 1 Spring 2
Knowledge to be
taught

● Revisit types of number - extend to include
rational and real numbers

● Revisit fraction arithmetic
● Extend knowledge of HCF and LCM
● Revisit standard form
● Revisit percentage increase and decrease
● Use percentages over 100%
● Find percentage changes
● Use multipliers in a variety of contexts
● Solve “reverse percentage” problems
● Explore financial mathematics
● Additional Higher Content Work with

repeated percentage change

● Revisit angles rules, including within special
quadrilaterals

● Find angles using algebraic methods
● Rotation and translation
● Identify the order of rotational symmetry of a

shape
● Find the result of rotating a shapes
● Translate points and shapes by a given vector
● Understand variance and invariance in the

context of transformations
● Pythagoras’ theorem I
● Additional Higher Content Develop more

complex geometrical proofs,find the result of a
series of transformations explore proofs of
Pythagoras’ theorem, use Pythagoras’ theorem
in 3-D shapes

Key Words Real, rational, irrational, product of prime, HCF/LCM, mixed
number, common denominator, improper fraction,
standard form, index, equivalent, multiplier, profit, loss,
reverse, depreciate, annual, deposit, interest rate, tax, VAT,
income, salary, wage, currency, exchange rate, proportion,
unitary

Alternate, corresponding, interior, exterior, co-interior, locus,
equidistant, construct, bisect or, perpendicular, rotation,
symmetry, order, mirror line, clockwise, anti-clockwise, centre,
translate, reflection, hypotenuse, adjacent, opposite



Links to prior
knowledge

Add and subtract fractions (lowest common denominator)
- (Y8 Spring Term 2)
Working out fractions of amounts (Y8 Spring Term 2)
FDP equivalence (Y7 Autumn Term 2)
Ratio (Y8 Autumn Term 1)

Revisit fractions and directed number in the context of rotation
(Y7 Spring Term 2)
Identify 2-D and 3-D shapes (Y9 Autumn Term 2)
Link constructions and geometric reasoning (Y9 Autumn Term 2)

How knowledge is
assessed

Knowledge is assessed through both a formative and a
summative approach. Teachers will use some of the
following:

● Baseline assessments
● Quizzes
● Retrieval Starter questions
● Teacher questioning throughout the lessons
● Mini white boards
● True or false activities
● Student’s discussion and presentations
● Hegarty Maths
● Dr Frost Maths

At the end of every half term there will be a class test.

Teachers will formally assess two piece of work through the
term and giving feedback through a medal and mission.
Teachers will mark student’s end of half term assessment
and plan therapy activities on Hegarty Maths to allow
students to work on their individual areas for development.
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How gaps will be
addressed

Therapy lessons will take place after each end of half term
assessment, this could be whole class therapy and/or
individual therapy which will allow students to address
their individual areas for development and for teachers to
pick up on any common mistakes/misconception.

Students are encouraged to take responsibility for their
own learning, students will be expected to catch up on any
work from missed lessons. If a student is finding a topic
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challenging we encourage them carry out some
independent work on Hegarty Maths  and to speak to their
teacher early on.
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Cultural capital
lessons

Problem solving will be embedded into lessons where
students will learn to UNPACK problems pulling together
different mathematical skills.

Links to ‘real life’ maths will be made to give concept to
mathematical skills.
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